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Band: Morbid Slaughter (PE) 

Genre: Black Metal 

Label: Boris Records 

Albumtitle: A Filthy Orgy Of Horror And Death  

Duration: 28:30 

Releasedate: 04.09.2015 

 

The guys from Lima have already played music since 2009 and now they will release their debut album to the metal 

community at the beginning of September 2015. Some demos and EPs have already been released. I work up 

curiosity based on the promo sheet and dig my talons into "A Filthy Orgy Of Horror And Death". 

 

Firstly, extremely guttural and spitting vocals bomb into my ears. On that point, one can also listen to diabolic-

rattling drums and glorious raw guitars. This style of sound reminds me instantly of the illustrious days of Celtic Frost, 

Bathory and co. Furthermore, there is the sinister voice of frontman Envenom. By doing this, the name of the band 

has really been implemented into the musical program. 

 

Several styles as well as rage and rawness are mixed up on the album as a result. One can also listen to a slight punk 

impact that lets the music become an awesome mix of Thrash, Black and Speed Metal elements in the end.  

 

Although the production sounds raw and has an Old School touch, the mix is still produced forceful and energetic. I 

find it extremely agreeable and fortunately no one must deliver the quality of a cassette recorder with overdriven 

noise in this day and age.  

 

My personal highlight is "Fuck Off (We Murder)" and "Death Cold Blood". The first named song is simply made to 

rock out. The second one forms a postive contrast to the rest of the album as it seems nearly doomy and especially 

the speed rattles really awesome. This is were Morbid Slaughter presents their richness of variety. 

 

Unfortunately the album is with its 28 minutes too short for a full-length album and therefore it gets one point 

lesser.  

 

Conclusion: 

The silverling convinces in its entirety! One who likes the old albums of Mayhem, Beherit or Bathory should not 

hesitate to grip one and enjoy it. The simple mix of raw energy and joy of playing makes this opus to a really Old 

School Underground hint. I absolutely keep this band in mind and I am excited about what there's more to come. 

 

Rating: 8/10 

 

Recommendations: Chainsaw Blade, Fuck Off (We Murder), Death Cold Blood 

 

Weblink: http://www.facebook.com/MorbidSlaughterOfficial  

 

LineUp: 

 

Envenom - Vocals/Guitars 

Ripping Corpse - Bass  

Necrophiliac Sodomizer - Guitars 
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Tracklist: 

 

01. Cannibal Butcher  

02. Zombie Splatter Axe  

03. Chainsaw Blade  

04. Fuck Off (We Murder)  

05. Death's Cold Blood  

06. Torture Without Anesthesia  

07. Slay with Steel 

 

Author: Blacky / Translator: Dine 


